
Why risk
unnecessary
root fractures

with rigid
metal posts?1
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Why settle for problems?

Why add unnecessarily 
to your costs with time-
consuming cast posts,
when the right fiber

post solution offers the
highest clinical 

success?2
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Why risk using 

inferior fiber post

materials that

don’t resist the 

rigors of fatigue?3, 4

Why experiment 
with post shapes that

don’t conform to
natural tooth
anatomy?5

Why risk not 
placing posts,
when additional
tooth support is
clearly indicated?Parallel and cylindrical po

sts
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Delamination

Fiber posts – the beginning

Unlike metal or ceramic, fiber posts exbibit physical properties
that are very similar to dentin.  This reduces stress transmission
to the root, avoiding the possible irreversible longtitudinal fracture
associated with other materials. Early clinical studies by Mannoci
and Ferrari showed a 9% root fracture rate with cast posts at
4 years vs. a 0% fracture rate with fiber posts at 4 years.
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